signature series in-walls
« SI-663/R
The reference
version of the
SI-663, the
SI-663/R reference
in-wall speaker
is designed for
demanding custom
integrations where
a center channel
cannot be used or
is intentionally
removed for design
considerations,
or when multipletier theater style
seating is used. With
its three 6½-inch reference
aluminum cone woofers and dual
1-inch reference tweeters, the
SI-663/R is the perfect in-wall
speaker for those looking for
reference-grade sound from a
discreet location.

« SI-663
For installation
applications where
a center channel
is intentionally
removed from a
surround system
to allow for design
requirements or
otherwise cannot
be used, the
SI-663 is the
perfect high
performance
solution. A pair
of these in-wall
speakers can
eliminate the need for a dedicated
center channel when wired for dual
channel operation. For situations
where a third SI-663 can be used
as a dedicated center channel,
the trio can be wired in standard
configuration, allowing each to
discretely provide left, center or
right channels for a seamless front
sound stage.

« SI-6100/R
The reference
version of the
SI-6100, the
SI-6100/R
delivers
performance
beyond
description. The
four referencegrade 6½-inch
aluminum cone
woofers and
three 1-inch
reference-grade
tweeters come
together to
deliver superior power handling,
clarity and performance like no
other in-wall speaker can.

« SI-6100
The SI-6100 is a
premium in-wall
speaker for
larger theaters
and listening
rooms. Capable
of producing high
sound pressure
levels that
rival your local
Cineplex, the
SI-6100 features
four 6½-inch
aluminum cone
woofers mated
with three
1-inch liquid-cooled silk dome
tweeters. The SI-6100 is the
perfect solution for accurate
sound reproduction when using
multiple-tier seating
in a theater.

« SI-760/R

« SI-760

Considered to be one of RBH’s most versatile in-wall
speakers, the SI-760/R can be used horizontally or
vertically for custom home theater systems or listening
rooms. As the reference version of the SI-760, the
SI-760/R performs as main, center or surround speakers
in a surround sound system. The SI-760/R can also be
teamed up with other Signature Reference Series models
to create a custom timbre-matched home theater system.

The SI-760 is a classic D’Appolito (woofer/tweeter/
woofer) design, which lends itself perfectly for use
as a main, center (horizontal or vertical), or surround
speaker. Dual 6½-inch aluminum cone woofers and a
1-inch silk dome tweeter make up the SI-760’s powerful
driver complement. The versatility and exceptional
performance of this in-wall speaker is what makes it
one of RBH’s most popular in-wall models.

« SI-760RB
The SI-760RB retrofit bracket is designed specifically for the SI-760 and SI-760/R’s baffle and grille. The
metal-frame features swing-out dog-leg clamps and provides a secure and solid mounting platform, making
retrofit installation of the SI-760 or SI-760/R a cinch.

SI-744 »
Note: Scan this QR code with
your smartphone or tablet to
visit the Signature In-wall
Series on our web site.
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The SI-744 is a unique surround channel solution, since it is capable of single- or
dual-channel operation. When wired in dual channel mode, the SI-744’s front-firing
drivers can play side surround channel audio and the rear-firing drivers can play rear
surround channel audio. This configuration can provide all four surround channels in a
7.1-channel surround sound system from one pair of SI-744s. This can be very beneficial
when a room’s design prevents another set of rear speakers from being integrated
into the surround system. When wired in single-channel mode, the SI-744 presents its
listeners with a bi-polar dispersed sound field for increased surround coverage.

• See icon legend on page 29.

RBH Sound’s Signature In-wall speakers are designed to provide award-winning sound quality in custom environments. Our Signature
In-wall Series speakers provide a true timbre match to our Signature Series floor-standing speakers because they feature the same
high performance components. Each model includes a rigid MDF (medium density fiberboard) enclosure and is intended for new
construction or renovation applications. Signature Series in-wall speakers are intended for the finicky listener who wants purity of
sound built into their environment which, until now, has only been available in high-end conventional/floorstanding speakers.

« SI-770

« SI-770/R

The SI-770 features the same dual 6½-inch
aluminum cone woofers and a 1-inch liquid-cooled
silk dome tweeter as the SI-760, but the SI-770 is
slightly different. Primarily designed to be placed
into custom cabinetry, the SI-770 utilizes a special
crossover network that optimizes its performance
for this type of environment.

Primarily designed to be placed into custom cabinetry,
the SI-770/R utilizes a special crossover network
which makes it the perfect reference-grade in-cabinet
companion to our Signature Reference freestanding
or in-wall models for custom home theaters or other
custom integrations.

« SI-10/SI-10P
Typically, freestanding
enclosure or cabinet
subwoofers perform
well, but don’t really
complement an in-wall
home theater installation.
With the SI-10 in-wall
subwoofer, we’ve taken the
legendary performance of our
freestanding subwoofers and we’ve
tucked it away in the wall. The
SI-10 features a non-powered 10-inch
aluminum cone subwoofer inside a rigid
MDF (medium density fiberboard) cabinet
which fits in between standard 2x4 wall

« SI-1010/SI-1010P
The SI-1010 is a dual 10-inch
non-powered subwoofer
designed specifically
to be installed in
the ceiling or floor.
The SI-1010 features
smart protection
circuitry like the
SI-12 to protect it
if it’s ever overdriven.
Appearing as a commonplace
heating vent, the SI-1010 is the
definitive subwoofer for larger home theaters,
listening rooms or anywhere inconspicuous,
yet powerful, high-fidelity bass is needed.

framing members. The only exposed part
of the subwoofer is the black or white cloth grille. The SI-10P
includes an RBH SA-250DSP component-style subwoofer amplifier.

The SI-1010P includes an RBH SA-500DSP
component-style subwoofer amplifier.

« SI-12/SI-12P
The SI-12 is a 12-inch, non-powered
subwoofer designed specifically to
be installed in the ceiling or floor.
Smart protection circuitry is
incorporated to prevent damage
to the subwoofer if it is ever
overdriven. The SI-12
appears as an ordinary
heating vent and is the
perfect subwoofer for
home theaters, listening
rooms or anywhere
strong, definitive bass is needed
without being seen. The SI-12P includes
an RBH SA-250DSP component-style
subwoofer amplifier.
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